4-H Cloverbud Kits Available from OSU Extension
Call (740) 376-7431 to reserve a kit for your next meeting!
Are you looking for a fun activity to do at your next club meeting? Something educational and fun? Then check out these kits from the Extension Office.

Weather Fun – Have you ever noticed that everyone likes to talk about the weather? When you’re with a group of people and you can’t think of anything to say, why not bring up how great (or how nasty) the weather has been? 4-H Cloverbuds can now talk about the weather, too! And they will probably have more knowledge than most of the people around them... if they’ve been to the session where you have taught the new “Weather Fun” Cloverbud kit! The kit is made up of songs, games, crafts, snacks, stories, and science experiments.

LEGO Building Kit – Cloverbuds work in small groups to design and construct projects using LEGO bricks. The kit also comes with an optional motor to create moveable designs. Cloverbuds build a project and then present their invention to the other members and answer questions. A great hands-on, group activity! Teams can also participate in the annual 4-H Cloverbot Challenge held at the Ohio 4-H Center in Columbus.

Our Country Kit - Students will learn about our country and how to fold a flag, put together a floor puzzle of the United States, learn about the history of the 4-H flag, weave a 4-H flag, sing patriotic songs with a CD, learn fun facts about Ohio and enjoy a children’s book about America... The kit also contains a teacher’s notebook with the Our Country Curriculum.

Sports Fun - play sports bingo, and help kids learn skill building through fun sports activities.

The Science of Sound - Cloverbuds will learn all about sound with sound experiments, participate in sound matching activities, play music on pipe chimes, color their way through a listening skills activity, play games, learn about Sounds All Around from a children’s book, and have fun with sound clips on a CD. The kit also includes a teacher’s notebook with the Science of Sound Curriculum.

Fitness is Fun - Cloverbuds will learn about physical fitness and the importance of exercise. Using nationally known Half-pint SkillasticsTM children will be introduced to a variety of fun exercises and learn the importance of fitness. The kit also contains bean bag activities, children’s book and teacher’s notebook with Fitness is Fun Curriculum.

Food Fun – Cloverbuds will learn about My Plate, play food bingo, enjoy a music CD, read about Eating the Alphabet, experience healthy snack ideas, and understand serving sizes using food models. The kit also includes a teacher’s notebook with the Food Fun Curriculum.

GLO-Germ – Glo-Germ stands out as an effective way to show Cloverbuds just how easy it is to overlook proper hand washing and cleaning. Using a black light, members really get to see how well they washed. Not enough can be said about how important cleanliness and proper hand washing are to keep infections from being spread.

Choose & Tell Card Game – these cards introduce 4-H Cloverbud members to public speaking and basic communication skills. With the easy and engaging activities on these cards, young learners have fun, gain confidence, and develop important leadership skills.

Clover Cubes – combines creativity, cooperation, interaction and fun into a great activity. Clover Cubes help children explore and interact with each other in positive ways. Each cube has six discussion prompts that help children explore a particular topic and share answers with friends.

Connect to College – This 4-H Cloverbud curriculum piece raises awareness of college among 4-H’s youngest members through a series of engaging group activities. Includes twelve activities, supporting materials, and On Campus with Cornelius, an original, full-color storybook about an adventurous hedgehog who visits a college.